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BY POPULAR REQUEST
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Wonders from
the Wardrobe
is returning

Wednesday 8th April, 7.30pm
at the

Cashmere Presbyterian Centre
Ladies, update your wardrobe with
some “new to you” garments.
This time we're hoping to add a
SELECTION OF CHILDREN'S
CLOTHING
to help some of our local young Mums.
Entry will be $5.00, with a request to bring
at least two garments with you.
START CLEARING YOUR
WARDROBES NOW!
Contact: Cath (331 7984)
or the Church Office (332 7129)
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The Mille-feuille of fresh salmon au beurre rose

By The Curiosity Shop (Classic Receipts from Classic
Times 1800 – 1940)

The Mille-feuille is based on three essential ingredients—Fresh
smoked Salmon, a subtle pastry crème and fresh cranberries.
Mille-Feuille of Fresh Salmon au Beurre—Serves 6
Cut some thinly rolled puff pastry into rectangles measuring 10cm
by 7cm and bake them in the oven. Arrange some thin slices of
fresh salmon on 3 of the pastry rectangles and place them on top
of each other, spreading each layer with a mixture of fresh pastry
crème and lemon juice seasoned with chopped tarragon, salt and
pepper. Cover with fourth rectangle of puff pastry. Blend some
butter with crème and mix with cranberry compote. Coat the cold
mille- feuille with this butter.
Pastry Crème (Crème Patisserie)
Split a vanilla pod (vanilla bean), boil it in 2 cups milk, and then
take it out. Beat 3 egg yolks with 80g caster sugar; when the
mixture has turned white, add 40g Cornflour. Then gradually add
the boiling vanilla flavoured milk, whisking all the time. Put the
mixture in saucepan over a gentle heat and boil for 1 minute,
whisking vigorously. Pour the crème into a deep bowl and leave to
cool.
Cranberry Compote
12oz Fresh Cranberries
¾ cup Caster Sugar
3 Cups Water
Pinch of Cayenne
2 Tsp Cornflour

—

zest of 1 orange
½ tsp Vanilla
Pinch of Salt
1/8 tsp Cinnamon
¾ cup Fresh Orange Juice

Place the cranberries and zest in a pan. Peel, seed and coarsely
chop the orange. Add to the pan with the sugar, water, vanilla, salt,
cayenne and the cinnamon. Bring to the boil over a medium heat;
reduce the heat to low, simmer for 10 minutes. Dissolve the
Cornflour in the orange juice. Add the mixture to the berry mix
and stir to blend. Simmer 20 minutes until thick. Cool completely.
Will keep for 3days in the refrigerator.
When serving make sure the plate is either at room temperature or
slightly chilled. Place the Mille-feuille slightly off centre of the
plate and add a pinch of green salad and thinly sliced red onion.
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